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In a Period of Falling Demand and Supply Chain Complexity, 
Lack of Visibility May have Exacerbated Economic Downturn  

A Type of Reverse Bullwhip Effect Caused Many High Tech Manufac-

turers to Slash Inventory Levels Much Faster than Drop in Demand 

SCDigest Editorial Staff 

W hile the supply chain is increasingly integrated 
and collaborative, it is also increasingly complex and 
fragile. Greater focus on inventory management in-
ternally in terms of cash flow management and on 
Wall Street around inventory levels as leading indi-

cator of corporate performance can also play havoc 
on how companies react in more challenging times. 
 
The net result of all the above: the supply chain may 

in some ways actually have exacerbated the eco-
nomic downturn. 
 

Early on in the recession, some economic pundits 
suggested that companies might manage this down-
turn better than they had previous ones, and as a 
result shorten the recession’s duration, because 

leaner inventory practices and faster feedback loops 
would make it less likely that companies would be 
caught with punishing levels of inventory in the face 

of falling demand. 
 
In some cases, however, it appears today’s supply 
chains may have gone a little too far, as lack of real 

visibility combined with some panic over inventory 
levels may have caused many companies to overre-
act. 
 

Consider this: While US gross domestic product fell 
at an annual rate of 6.1% in Q1, consumer spending 
actually grew at an annual rate of 2.2% in the quar-

ter. So why the big drop in GDP? About half of the 
decline was due to inventory reductions.  
 
Joe Shamir, CEO of ToolsGroup, says this is not an 

uncommon reaction to a slow down. 
 
“In a downturn economy, typically what you would 

observe is that because the supply chain and the 
planning process have their natural delays, you will 

first end up in an overstock,” Shamir told SCDigest 
in a recent video interview. “As a consequence, 
many companies will have an overreaction right 
after that to chop out supply chain inventories, of-

ten without discrimination” – often leading to lost 
sales, Shamir said. 
 
Electronics retail giant Best Buy supports that 

view. According to an article last week in the Wall 
Street Journal, Best Buy’s merchandizing chief Mi-
chael Vitelli said the company could have sold 

more electronics equipment over the past few 
months, but substantial inventory and product cuts 
by suppliers led to higher than expected stock outs 
at the stores – at a time when most manufacturers 

were anxious for any sales dollar they could find. 
 
The technology sector, it turns out, seems to be 

especially vulnerable to these wild swings. It’s an 
industry that can be subject to strong variation in 
demand even in good times based on rapid prod-
uct lifecycles and changes in buyer-seller agree-

ments. Combine that with the intense concern in 
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With so many products going digital 

(e.g., the aforementioned picture 

frames) it makes it very difficult for 

many high tech players to see or under-

stand what is really happening across 

all those SKUs and channels. 
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the sector about being caught with too much 
inventory, ala Cisco’s infamous 2001 write down 

of $2.25 billion in inventory (see The Greatest 
Supply Chain Disasters of All Time), and you 
have a recipe for pullbacks that in many cases 
go too far or become self-fulfilling prophecies. 

 
In many cases high tech companies slammed on 
the brakes in hopes that rapid cost and inven-
tory reductions might enable them to become 

one of the few in a product supply area to sur-
vive that recession. 
 

“As the contraction raced down the supply 
chain, its effects became amplified,” Rick Tsai, 
CEO of chip manufacturer Taiwan Semiconduc-
tor Manufacturing Co., is quoted as saying in the 

WSJ piece.  
 
Sort of like a Bullwhip Effect in reverse. He said 

that in Q4 of 2008, consumer purchases were 
down 8%, final goods shipments were down 
10%, and component orders were down 20%. 
Both those last two numbers go directly into 

GDP calculations, ratcheting up the negative 
economic news beyond that at the consumer 
level alone. 
 

The increasingly complex and just-in-time sup-
ply chain world also plays a role. In the high 
tech chain, for example, it is still difficult to see 

what's going on just a few links away, or where 
product is really moving. Chip designer Zoran, 
for example, recently found one batch of chips it 
thought was going for DVD players were used to 

make digital picture frames instead – making its 
ability to forecast and understand demand 
fraught with challenges. 

 
With so many products going digital (e.g., the 
aforementioned picture frames) it makes it very 
difficult for many high tech players to see or un-

derstand what is really happening across all 
those SKUs and channels. 
 
Add to that challenge issues with cycle times. 
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The Wall Street Journal story says that Best Buy, for ex-
ample, places orders with finished goods suppliers about 

six weeks before it expects the goods on the shelf. But 
manufacturing and logistics cycle times may be twice that 
long, meaning large bets on inventory levels have to be 
made.  

 
Managers at the final point of sale, such as Best Buy, will 
often be hunkered down in their own world, trying to 
make guesses in terms of inventory levels. The crisis 

mode or general relationship issues may mean little infor-
mation is really shared with suppliers, who are left mak-
ing production and inventory guesses with even less in-

sight than the retailers. 
 
The good news out of all this is that it means when con-
sumer demand does pick up, overall economic recovery 

may be even sharper, as manufacturers play a catch up 
game with inventories.  
 

But these stories also indicate that in terms of the inte-
grated supply chain, we have a lot more room to go. 


